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are made
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Are leaders born or made?
The answer? Both. Naturally, they are born,
and every day they are made. And, they can be
made better. That’s because leadership is an
observable set of skills and abilities that can
be measured and learned. In fact, leadership
development is really self‑development. It is a
lifelong learning journey.

Leadership Matters
It’s Everyone’s Business!

Simply put, every day leaders achieve the extraordinary. Nearly 30
years ago, Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner set out to discover exactly
how ordinary people accomplish great things. In fact, they wrote the
book that has stood the test of time to become the modern classic
on leadership. More than 1.5 million people worldwide have read
their BusinessWeek bestseller, The Leadership Challenge®. This
groundbreaking book and the assessment tool that followed, The
Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI), are even more relevant today.
changing workforce. Even more connectedness—with access to information just a keystroke away.
Social capital has replaced intellectual capital as the new currency. And finally, we live in a hurry‑up
culture, where the speed and rate of change can be frenetic. But one thing has remained the same.
The need for competent and trustworthy leaders. It’s what the tools and resources of The Leadership
Challenge® and The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership® are all about. Within each of us, we can
discover the power to lead.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Leaders who practice exemplary leadership are more effective in meeting job‑related demands and

L e a d e r s h i p M at t e r s

Consider the new leadership context: Heightened uncertainly around the world and a dramatically

more successful in representing their groups to upper management. They create higher performing

behavior. But best of all, they inspire the people they work with and those people are, in turn, more
committed, excited, energized , influential, and empowered. They will exert a positive influence on
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everyone in your organization. So you see, leadership really is everybody’s business. And it does matter.
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to work hard. They reduce absenteeism and turnover. They encourage personal credibility and ethical
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teams and foster renewed loyalty and commitment. They increase motivational levels and willingness

Putting Leadership into Practice
THE FIVE PRACTICES OF EXEMPLARY LEADERSHIP:
AN EVIDENCE‑BASED MOdEL

P u t t i n g i t i n to P r ac t i c e

Leaders at their personal best. This is what the authors focused on
to better understand the characteristics common to extraordinary
leadership achievements. After conducting hundreds of interviews,
analyzing thousands of case histories, and reviewing hundreds of
thousands of survey questions, they discovered that leaders at all
levels have similar patterns of behavior. In fact, they found that
leadership is not at all about personality: it’s about practice. When
getting extraordinary things done in organizations, leaders engage
in The Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership®, and these Five
Practices are available to anyone, in any organization, who accepts the
leadership challenge.
MEASURING THE FIVE PRACTICES
Kouzes and Posner believe that those best at leading are the best at learning, and one important way
to learn is by receiving regular feedback. That’s why they created The Leadership Practices Inventory
(LPI): to enable your leaders to be the best they can be and continually improve their leadership skills.
Used by more than 3 million people worldwide, this 360‑degree assessment tool is part of the pre‑work
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that participants complete before The Leadership Challenge® Workshop—or it can be used as part
of an existing leadership development program. It approaches leadership as a measurable, learnable,
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and teachable set of behaviors, and helps individuals and organizations like yours measure leadership
competencies, while guiding you through the process of applying The Five Practices of Exemplary
Leadership® model to real‑life organizational challenges.
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Leaders
If you’re anything like the thousands of
individuals and organizations that have
experienced the program, you too will have
a leadership story to tell. Seldom do the
case studies, but rather they are often tales
of personal transformation and bold action.
We’ve highlighted some leadership stories
in this brochure that we know you’ll
find inspiring.

P u t t i n g i t i n to P r ac t i c e

stories sound like textbook management
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The Five Practices of
Exemplary Leadership
1
MODEL
T H E WAY

1. Clarify values by finding your voice and
affirming shared ideals.

2. Set the example by aligning actions with
shared values.

T h e F i v e P r ac t i c e s

2
INSPIRE
A SHARED VISION

3. Envision the future by imagining exciting
and ennobling possibilities.

4. Enlist others in a common vision by
appealing to shared aspirations.
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3
CHALLENGE
THE PROCESS

5

. Search for opportunities by seizing the
initiative and by looking outward for innovative
ways to improve.

6. Experiment and take risks by constantly

generating small wins and learning
from experience.

4
ENABLE
OTHERS TO ACT

7

8. Strengthen others by increasing

self‑determination and developing competence.

5
ENCOURAGE
THE HEART
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9. Recognize contributions by showing

T h e F i v e P r ac t i c e s

. Foster collaboration by building trust and
facilitating relationships.

appreciation for individual excellence.

creating a spirit of community.
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10. Celebrate the values and victories by
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1 Model the Way
“ Leaders like Sahira tend to focus on values…and
she has got one of the strongest work ethics I’ve
ever seen”
When Sahira Abdool was promoted to Director and Chief Clerk of the Houston Municipal Courts
Administration Department, she faced major challenges. The organization was mired in top‑down
management and staff moral was at an all time low. A production‑only environment yielded only
negligible results. Sahira took on the assignment with a focus on optimizing the organization through
values, vision, and shared aspirations. She set the example from the top and the results have been very
impressive in a short period of time.

Sahira Abdool
Director and Chief Clerk, Houston Municipal Court, Houston, Texas

M o d e l t h e Way
|
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2 Inspire a Shared Vision
“ What we want to do most at Opportunity Impact
is really open the doors for children to design and
believe in and create their own future”
Emily LoSavio left a career in the insurance industry to pursue her personal vision of service to
underprivileged children. Based on her own upbringing, she was committed to this kind of public
service. She was able to share her vision for these children with others and secure funding for
Opportunity Impact, an after‑school program for youngsters who reside in public housing. Through
academic support, coaching, and enrichment activities, Emily and her colleagues encourage the

Emily LoSavio
Founder and Executive Director, Opportunity Impact, San Francisco, California

INSPIRE a SHARED VISION

children to achieve a vision of their own long‑term success.
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3 Challenge the Process
“ I had a vision for where I wanted the stores to go,
and I wanted technology to start playing a very large
role in that”
Genesco, Inc., a retail organization, sought a new Chief Information Officer for their shared services
Information Technology (IT) function. The challenge was to leverage economies of scale while providing
specific, tailored technological solutions to unique and independent business segments. Jeff was able to
align the business and IT, change the functional silo way of operating, and get the various departments
working together toward a common purpose. As a result, the team was able to accomplish more than

c h a ll e n g e t h e p r o c e ss

they had previously thought possible.

JEFF ORTON
CIO and Chief Logistics Officer, Genesco, Inc. Nashville, Tennessee
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4 Enable Others to Act
“ If you don’t know, you can’t do better”
He grew up in the ghetto of Los Angeles. Intrigued by a “guy in a suit” who was “making money legally,”
he became an entrepreneur at an early age. He realized the important of understanding the world of
finance in order to succeed and he later founded Operation Hope as a beginning of his life‑long effort to
give back to his community. The organization offers internet access, loans, and financial literacy training
to enable citizens to develop businesses and function economically in the world.

John Hope Bryant
FOUNDER AND CEO, Operation Hope, Los Angeles, California

ENA B L E OTHERS TO ACT
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5 Encourage the Heart
“At the store level, we celebrate on a daily basis”
Tom Johnson has worked in retail for many years. He chose to modify his leadership style after
attending a Leadership Challenge Workshop many years ago. The environment that Tom and
his leadership teammates have created at Aéropostale is very much a “spirit of community.” The
involvement of all team members is supported by information, communication, and systems that are
clearly tied to the focus on organizational success and extraordinary business results.

Tom Johnson
Co‑CEO, Aéropostale, New york, New york

ENCOURAGE THE HEART
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The Leadership Challenge
Experience
More Than a Training Event, a Life Changing Experience

Leadership is a lifelong journey, and a life‑changing one as well. The
Leadership Challenge® is a unique, intensive program that has served
as a catalyst for profound leadership transformations for individuals
within organizations of all sizes and industries. It’s about cultivating
relationships with those who aspire to lead, and those who choose to
follow. Whether the relationship is one‑to‑one, or one‑to many, leadership
is a relationship.
THE TOOLS AND RESOURCES OF The Leadership Challenge
Challenge® Workshop is a highly interactive, multimedia‑designed learning experience that features
modular, customizable program options. It consists of books, a 360‑degree assessment, mini‑lectures,
video case studies, problem‑solving tasks and discussion topics, experiential learning activities, and
self‑development tools. Our Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) Online offers you a more automated,
less labor‑intensive way to administer the LPI. We even have train‑the‑trainer events and experienced
facilitators ready to help you deliver the best leadership workshop experience possible.
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LEADERS ARE THE FUTURE

The Experience

To help nurture those relationships, we provide a range of tools and resources. The Leadership

Leaders do come from all walks of life. What Kouzes and Posner discovered, and rediscovered through
within. What will your leaders do for your organization today, and tomorrow? Will they Model the Way,
never know if you don’t get started on your leadership journey today.
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Inspire a Shared Vision, Challenge the Process, Enable Others to Act, and Encourage the Heart? You’ll
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their extensive research is that people can make extraordinary things happen by liberating the leader

The Experience
|
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Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner—the authors of the leadership challenge
model—are exemplary leaders in their own right. They make people
feel strong, capable, informed, and connected through their teaching,
writings, research, and workshops. In addition to the best‑selling The
Leadership Challenge®, they have co‑authored several other books
on leadership, including The Truth About Leadership: The No‑Fads,
Heart‑of‑the‑Matter Facts You Need to Know, A Leader’s Legacy,
Credibility: How Leaders Gain It and Lose It, Why People Demand It,
Encouraging The Heart, and many others.
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To learn more
visit: www.valariewillisconsulting.com email: val@valariewillisconsulting.com call: 513-677-5637

Elevating organizations to new heights.
Inspiring people to reach their full potential.
Developing leaders for the future.
As an accomplished speaker, facilitator, consultant and
executive coach, Valarie Willis inspires people to flourish
to their fullest potential while fostering a no-limit, winning
attitude. Valarie is dedicated to aligning businesses and
organizations with their values, images and principles with
a focus on leadership, teambuilding, innovation and change.
Chaotic times are forcing organizations to do more with
less and to meet ever-escalating demands. At the same
time, organizations are searching for new ways to propel
themselves beyond yesterday’s standards and performance.
Valarie addresses today’s challenges with effective, uplifting
solutions. For businesses seeking improvement, striving for
growth or stretching beyond yesterday’s boundaries, she
offers a wide spectrum of educational, consulting, facilitation
and speakers’ bureau services. Valarie is known for her
energy, passion and down-to-earth style. With an innate
ability to understand all levels of an organization, she creates
meaningful, impactful conversations and results.
Valarie has worked with companies in many industries
including health care, pharmaceutical, government,
manufacturing, wholesale, retail, technology and finance.
Her mission is to guide and provoke organizations to
optimize business results through leadership development.
She motivates audiences to become better leaders and
inspires thousands through her thought-provoking speeches
designed to help organizations:

• Ignite passion and keep morale high
• Achieve desired results faster
•	Remove roadblocks and pitfalls to success
• Experience breakthroughs
•	Navigate in turbulent times
• Develop a leadership plan

An individual can achieve her highest
potential given the tools and opportunity.
Valarie is a known change catalyst and innovation specialist
with years of experience as a thought leader and consultant
in organizational leadership and talent development. For
over 20 years, Valarie has assumed critical management,
leadership and consulting roles through a variety of work
experience. She has worked with Fortune 500 companies
and small businesses as well as non-profit organizations and
has strategic partnerships with the Tom Peters Company.

Publications
• Words for Women
• Leading the Way to Success
• How the Fierce Handle Fear: How to Succeed in 		
Challenging Times

Contact Valarie Willis Consulting for more information
513-677-5637 or val@valariewillisconsulting.com

“ ... The leadership practices taught by Valarie served
as the linchpin to the rest of the program’s activities;
it was critical that by the conclusion of the workshop
participants not only understood the practices and
behaviors of effective leaders but were motivated to
commit to personally working on their leadership on
an on-going basis. Valarie’s facilitation hit the mark!”
S Blix, Stepan Company
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